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ture and religion.? A ghost in basalt, rather than granite,
the stele has retained a strong element of mystery even
as it promises to cast light on the relationship between
written texts and ritual practice concerning the afterlife
in Iron Age Anatolia and the Levant. It not only bears the
most detailed Northwest Semitic funerary inscription
known from the period, but is the first such object dis
covered in an archaeological context with good evidence
for its use.

But the stele's distinctiveness has brought with it a set
of seemingly intractable problems, which previous stud
ies have highlighted: it bears a sui generis inscription,
in a dialect known from only one area, representing a
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FOur years after its discovery, the Katumuwa stele
from eighth-century Zincirli has already found a
place in handbooks of ancient Near Eastern cul-

The stele of Katumuwa from eighth-century Zincirli casts new light on the relationship between
written texts and ritual practice concerning the afterlife in Iron Age Anatolia and the Levant. It
not only presents the most detailed Northwest Semitic funerary inscription known from the period,
but the first discovered in an archaeological context providing extensive evidence for its use. This
uniqueness is also at the root of the inscription's interpretive challenge: it is a sui generis text, in a
dialect known from only one area, representing afunerary tradition that is otherwise mostly lost.

This study begins with a solution to the "lexical crux" of the inscription, the term for the site of
the funerary installation itself, and proceeds from narrow philological problems to larger issues of
meaning and use. It first sets the philology of the stele on firmer ground by drawing on substantial
untapped West Semitic evidence; second, it integrates this philological view with new archaeolog
ical data about the stele's use and previously unmined linguistic and cultural data about its Lu
wian and West Semitic cultural background; and finally builds these into a more coherent picture
of how the inscription worked as a ritual artifact in a funerary installation.

My ghost you needn't look for; it is probably
Here, but a dark one, deep in the granite, not dancing on wind
With the mad wings and the day moon

-Robinson Jeffers, "Tor House"
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the clear distinction of D and R in the contemporary seventh-century
Phoenician script of the Ekron inscription (copy in Rollston 2010:49).
As RyanByrne (personal communication October 2011) reminds me,
this is not an isolated regional quirk but part of a well-attested process
in alphabetic cursive scripts. Under the influence of rapid writing on
soft surfaces, D and R, and eventuallyWand Y,can lose their slightly
more time-consuming differentiating features. This process does not
happen in allAramaic cursives; indeed, it is striking that a local cursive
on clay from nearby seventh-century Gozan retains the D/R distinc
tion (Kwasman 2000; d. Fales 1986). This suggests that the informal
cursive script underlying the formal Sanr'alian lapidary inscriptions
shows a locally particular instance of cursive development, a fact of
potential significance for both these texts' linguistic status and scribal!
craft backgronnd.

12 For suggested Hittite royal ritual connections, see Struble and
Herrmann 2009; for speculation on Indo-European symbolism, see
Masson 2010; the specific proposals of a Luwian background for the
use of nbsby Melchert (2010a) and a South Arabian parallel to syd/r by
Mazzini (2009)will be analyzed in detail below.

The problem of classifying the language of the Katu
muwa inscription reflects the larger problems of catego
rizing the culture that produced the stele. It has been
described as written in an archaic form of Aramaic, but

The Problems of the Inscription's Language
and Genre in West Semitic Perspective

Two terms anchor the object in its ancient context and
ritual role. The first, the epigraphically ambiguous syd/r,
rendered "chamber (?)" from context, represents the rit
ual and legal center of the text. Yet it is not known from
any other ancient Levantine inscription; Pardee therefore
termed it the "lexical crux of the inscription" (2009: 60).
The subject of the first half (lines 1-5) is how the syd/r
itself was "established" by purchase, building, and sac
rifice, and the subject of the second half is to stipulate
the duties of whoever comes to own it. By contrast, the
second term, nbs (rendered 'soul' in scare quotes) from
common Semitic "naps- "throat/breath/life," presents an
opposite challenge: it is widely used but seems to func
tion in a new way here. The nbs is the part of Katumuwa
that remains to receive the rituals performed for him in
the syd/r.

The promise of the stele for understanding ancient
Levantine and Anatolian religion, then, is also where the
philological problems lie: in precisely how it connects the
dead with the living, and a Northwest Semitic inscrip
tion with Iron Age ritual practice. The uniqueness of the
text in this period has led to a great variety of suggested
cultural connections, ranging from 14th-century Hittite
royal ritual and broad Indo-European symbolism to later
first -millennium South Arabian building inscriptions.l?
We begin with the text itself and its closest formal paral
lels, both in West Semitic and in the region during this
period.10 For a careful analysis of the linguistic features of the text and

its relationship to the varieties found near Zincirli, see Pardee 2009,
The rulers of Zincirli gaveNorthwest Semitic languages and alphabetic
writing a unique level of prominence within Iron AgeAnatolia, incor
porating three texts in Phoenician (KAI 24) or Aramaic (KAI 216,217)
carved in relief into public buildings and three Sam'alian texts into
non-architectural monuments (KAI 214, 215, Katumuwa). Compare
the site of Carchemish, with its extensive architectural use of Luwian
reliefs, to Zincirli's architectural alphabetic reliefs (Gilibert 2011).
Within the ancient Northwest Semitic corpus, relief carving is unusual.
Only the area of Zincirli is known to have incorporated linear alpha
betic inscriptions in relief prominently into its architecture (though
a roughly contemporary fragment in relief mentioning Reshef and
Kubabawas excavatedat Tell Sifr: seeMichelini 1962and Naveh 1966;
for a 10th-century Phoenician fragment in relieffrom near Byblos,see
BordreuilI977). The style is likely modeled on the earlier prestigious
style of carving both images and hieroglyphic Luwian texts in relief.
The site is also-perhaps not coincidentally-the single richest case in
the Iron Age Levant of deliberate language choice, In the course of a
century, monuments are found first in a standard Phoenician (KAI24,
25), the distinctive local variety (KAI 214,215), and then a standard
imperial Aramaic (KAI 216,217).

11 As Pardee notes, the major epigraphic challenge of the inscrip
tion is that while the characters are well preserved, D and R had be
come graphically indistinguishable in the local script. This process can
be traced in the earlier inscriptions of Kilamuwa (KAI 24) and Pan
amuwa I (KAI214), though it is more advanced here than in the earlier
inscription ofPanamuwa (KAI 214) and the slightly later inscription of
Barrakib (KAI 216). The persistence of this confusion or near-confu
sion in Aramaic monumental script is evident in the seventh-century
script of Sefire(KAI 222,Fitzmyer 1995for copies and photos); contrast

Written in a Northwest Semitic dialect known only
from this area and a highly distinctive carving style,
the text is local in both linguistic and physical form.'?
The principal epigraphic difficulty of the text is that in the
local script of this period, D has fused with R, resulting in
uncertain readings for a set of crucial terms.'!

2. still living. I placed it in my eternal chamber (?)
{bsydlr. (lmy} and established a feast (at)

3. this chamber (?) {sydlr.zn}: a bull for Hadad QR/
DPD/RL, a ram for NGD/R

4. SWD/RN, a ram for Sarris, a ram for Hadad of the
Vineyards,

5. a ram for Kubaba, and a ram for my 'soul' {nbsy} that
(will be) in this stele {bn,sb.zn}.

6. Henceforth, whoever of my sons or
7. of the sons of anybody (else) should come into pos

session of
8. this chamber (!?) {nsydlr.znn}, let him take from
9. the best (produce) of this vine(yard) (as) a (presen

tation ?)-offering
10. year by year. He is also t? perform the
11. slaughter (prescribed above) in (proximity to) my

'soul' {bnbsy}
12. and is to apportion
13. for me a leg-cut.
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6 For a study of the Katumuwa stele in the context of changes in
the political uses of funerary ritual, see Sanders Forthcoming a; and for
groundbreaking studies of this process in Iron AgeAnatolia, see Gili
bert 2011 and 2012,A useful survey of recent scholarship on mortuary
texts and archaeology in ancient Syria-Palestine appears in Hays 2011:
100-22,135-53. Osborne (201l) addresses the state ofthe question on
burial in Iron Age Judah. For Iron AgeAnatolia, the latest comprehen
sive study is Bonatz 2000, though for Carchemish, in particular, see
Gilibert 2007: 54-55 with nn. 35-36.

7 Two prominent English text-focused examples of this maximal
ist-minimalist dialectic are the conjectural work of Spronk (1986)with
the useful critique by Smith and Bloch-Smith (1988), and the conjec
tural work of Pope (1977;1979-1980;and 1981)with the useful critique
by Pardee (1996). Recent scholarship has provided more integrated
examples of carefully defined classes of evidence being synthesized in
a coherent theoretical framework: exemplary from a material starting
point are Bonatz 2000 and Porter 2002, and from a textual starting
point, Snriano 2010,

8 For the rapid and careful publication of the object, its archaeolog
ical context, and the inscription as understood in 2008,see Schloen and
Fink 2009, Struble and Herrmann 2009, and Pardee 2009, Important
new information from the 2009-2010 excavations is synthesized by
Herrmann Forthcoming a and Forthcoming b.

9 I alter Pardee's transcription of the unvocalized name based on
the evidence from cuneiform transcriptions and other Luwian vocal
izations later brought by Younger (2011) that the name is best read
Katumuwa, with the known Luwian element katu- alongside the
widely-attested -muwa, known from Hittite, Luwian, and Lycian (for
the elements of the Sarnalian royal names Kilamuwa and Panamuwa,
see Tropper 1993:30, 60with bibliography), On cnrrent evidence, this
is the most plausible proposal, but it is important to remember that the
first element is uncertain because Hittite and Luwian names in -muwa
often incorporate nonnative place-names and divine names (cf sim
ply the still-unresolved first element of Kilumuwa and Panamuwal),
Theo van den Hout (personal communication July 2011) drew my at
tention to earlier Hittite hypocoristic PN's such as Hepa-muwa and
Shawushka-muwa; for a brief survey, see Tischler 2002.

1. I am Katumuwa.? servant ofPanamuwa, who com
missioned for myself (this) stele while

But the meanings of funerary rituals changed. What
results did a ritual bring about for participants in a specific
time and place? In the ancient Near East, the evidence for
such practices has remained fragmentary, with written
texts often found and treated separately from funerary
objects and sites." As a result, scholarship on the topic has
tended to vacillate between stimulating but conjectural
reconstruction and cautious statements of fact?

The recently excavated monument of Katumuwa, a
royal official from eighth-century B.C.E. Zincirli in south
eastern Anatolia, represents a unique case that lets us
connect the pieces." The new monument is the first case
where we can tie the text of an Iron Age Levantine funer
ary ritual to its precise context of performance. What is
more, the monument's own inscription does this work
by referring to the physical context in which its ritual is
to be carried out. The editor, Dennis Pardee, interpreted
the text thus:

3 Contrast del Olmo Lete2011with Mazzini 2009 and the grab-bag
of options offered in Nebe 2010.

4 The most recent English translation and the first for a popular
audience, that of Coogan 2012,renders the difficultdivine epithets with
"[ ]" and_nbsy_:as"myself,"while Nlehr's German handbook entry on
Aramaeanreligion renders them as an unexplained set of consonants
and "Tote~gei~t.~',- ;

5 Twoinsightful recent studies are King 2009on the Roman manes
as g,?dSi}Jjld.-Br~shier2011 on memory and performance in ancient
Chinese ancestq,rworship.

Not everybody in the ancient Levant died. That is,
while the biological mortality rate was 100%, there are
many open questions about the culture of mortality:
how-or whether-everybody was thought to die, in the
sense that both bodily functions and personhood ended.
In fact, a wide range of textual and archaeological evi
dence from the Late Bronze and Iron Ages suggests that
some people were .Iess dead than others, because their
bodily functions and personhood were ritually contin
ued in funerary practices. Such practices are well known
in the history of religions: cross-culturally, many socie
ties have fed their dead."

What Did Funerary Rituals Do? Connecting
Textual Evidence with Practice

funerary tradition that is otherwise mostly lost. Since the
inscription's publication, its "lexical crux" -the term for
the funerary installation itself-has resisted a clear and
convincing explanation." as have the epithets of some of
the gods, aspects of the ritual act that inaugurates the
stele, and the nature of the being that inhabits it.4 These
unsolved philological problems are inextricable from
the stele's complex cultural background, as its creators
participated in at least three intertwined cultural tradi
tions: Luwian, a local Aramaic-influenced culture, and a
broader West Semitic culture, any of which mayor may
not explain any given belief or practice it represents. As
a result, the pool of potentially relevant contemporary
data is large and difficult to navigate; in response, pre
vious studies have tended to focus on isolated subsets,
with few attempts to integrate the data and evaluate the
larger picture.

This study proceeds from narrow philological prob
lems to larger issues of meaning and use. It first attempts
to set the inscription's philology on firmer ground by ap
plying an extensive set of clear West Semitic evidence to
the lexical crux and related problems. Second, it evalu
ates which comparative cultural and linguistic data are
most relevant (Luwian, earlier West Semitic, later South
Arabian). Finally, it integrates philology and archaeology
into a more coherent view of the stele's ritual role.
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